Capturing and creating content
One simple interface
Intuitive editing tools
Seamless integration

Scheduled session in Central Teaching Space
Recording starts and stops automatically*. Button on the lectern can be used to pause / stop.
Screen, audio and video† captured. Automatic upload to system for review, edit and approve.

At-desk recording
Open desktop software and press record. Screen, audio and video captured. Automatic upload to system for review, edit and approve.
Make available to colleague, VLE or public.

Create and upload content from a mobile device
Upload video to MyMediasite from mobile devices. Available for review, edit and approve.
Make available to colleague, VLE or public.

Review, Edit, Approve
One simple interface
VLE or ‘MyMediaSite’
Secure access control

Review, edit and approve
One simple interface for review, edit and approve. In VLE or via ‘MyMediaSite’. Remove video, add content, edit material.

VLE learning resources
Approved content automatically displayed in VLE
Content can be made available from your collection
Students can upload module video assignments directly to VLE modules via their ‘MyMediaSite’

Multi-platform player
Simple yet powerful multi-layer player works on all common platforms.

YouTube style platform
Bespoke University video channel for all learning, teaching, research and marketing content

iTunes U and YouTube
One simple workflow to review, edit and approve content for iTunes U and YouTube channels

Other digital content
Select and make your content available via web browser on ‘MyMediaSite’

* If lecturer has not opted-out of recording.
† If video camera available, and a video recording has been scheduled

Note: Development work is required to build this level of integration for Leeds, so this diagram is indicative and for illustration purposes only. For more information see: http://www.leeds.ac.uk/forstaff/homepage/381/digital_learning_programme
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